
UEFA European Championship Quiz

Questions Answers

What is the biggest country taking part (by area)? 

What is the smallest country (by area)?

Which country has the biggest population ?

Which two countries taking part are separated by the 
Pyrenees ?

Which countries taking part are located on an island ?

Which countries are in Scandinavia ?

What is the smallest country (population) ?

Match the country to their capital city:
- Madrid – Vienna – Stockholm – Kiev - Helsinki

What is the most easterly country taking part ?

What is the most westerly country taking part ?

Which country has a border with Iraq and Iran?
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Test your knowledge and practice how to research! 

Try and complete the quiz to the best of your ability, some of the answers are pretty 
tricky! If you get stuck try and research the answers by using the internet or by other 
means. 

What will you need?
Pen or Pencil 
UEFA European Championship Quiz Worksheet 
Internet access

Simply take part in the activity and evidence your wonderful work. Make a note of the special 
‘Activity Stamp Code’ at the bottom of this page and take it into school. If you have a  Passport to 

Learning write down the activity code in the ‘Stamp of Approval ’ section. 

Activity Stamp Code:

purple9900



UEFA European Championship Quiz

Questions Answers

What is the most easterly country taking part ?

What is the most westerly country taking part ?

Which country has a border with Iraq and Iran?

Which countries were previously part of the USSR ?

Which country was previously divided into two states 
which were re-united in 1990?

Which two countries were previously part of one 
state but agreed to separate in 1993?

In Ancient History, in which country was the capital 
city of an empire that included what is now France, 
Britain and Spain?

In which country was the scientist Marie Curie born?

In which country was the 18th Century inventor and 
engineer, James Watt born? 

Which countries were part of the former Yugoslavia? 

In which country is the Eifel Tower? 

In which country was the playwright William 
Shakespeare born? 

In which country was the artist Pablo Picasso born? 

Which countries are part of the United Kingdom? 

What are the origins of the word ‘Europe’? 
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